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North American Flying Disc Series Tournament

Have a good time!

‘WELCOME
The University of Michigan Flying Disc Club along with John Sappington and
Jim Morse and Wham—0 Mfg. Co. welcome you th Ann Arbor and the 1980 Ann Arbor

SCHEDULE

Saturday, June 14 *9:00 AM Posting of throwing order
9:30 AM Begin competition
5:30 PM Diner (catered to the field)

(vegetarians welcome!!)

Sunday June 15 9:00 AM Begin competition
5:00 PM Awards Ceremony

(or upon completion of competition)

* All competitors are responsible for keeping track of their position
in throwing order and for being prepared when called. Any player
not prepared when called shall be scratched from the event.
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Jeremy Morse

Photograph by Susan Brown
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Registration is a paltry $6.00 per person and registers you for all events.
Preregister by mail if you can get it postmarked by June 9. Or, come to the event
site on Friday the l3th (good luck!!) between 7 and 9:30 PM. There's a party on
Saturday night and there will be an abundance of shirts and discs available for
purchase at the tournament.

Mail registration and fee to: John Sappington
l708 Charlton
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

For additional information, call: John Sappington 663-2893
James Morse 769-0685

********** SCHEDULES **********

Friday l3th 7 — 9:30 PM Registration
Saturday 14th 9 AM Posting of throwing order

9:30 AM Begin competition
Evening Party

Sunday 9 AM Begin competition
6 PM Awards ceremony

kkkkkkkkkk LQDGING **********
(see attached map and listing)



1980 ANN ARBOR

NORTH AMERICAN FLYING DISC

SERIES TOURNAMENT

There are three events featured at this year's Ann Arbor North American Flying
Disc Series Tournament (NAFDS). They are: Distance, Self Caught Flight (SCF), and

Disc Golf. Both distance and SCF are point events towards qualification to the l98O

World Frisbee Disc Championships. Golf is for a total cash pirze of $500. The events

are open to any persons using any flying or sport discs which conform to the speci-
fications listed elsewhere in this program.

The basic NAFDS point system works like this. In the open and women's divi-
sions, the top 30 competitors will score points. First place is worth 30 points,
second worth 29 and on down to one point for 30th place. Invitations to the World

Championships will be offered to the top scorers based on the total of their best

three open event finishes. There are twenty—one NAFDS tournaments being held this
year.

For the seniors division, players will be scored the same and World Championship

invitations will be based on quality of performance in senior division events.

Golf prize money for this tournament will be awarded to the top three places

in men's and women's division according to the following formula:

MEN WOMEN

lst # men X _5 X $599 lstz # women X .5 X $500
— total competitors total competitors

Znd = # men X .3 X $500 2nd = # women X .3 X $500
total competitors total competitors

3rd # men X .2 X $500 3rd # WOm€n X -2 X $500
_ total competitors total competitors

Should there be a need for a decision on the ruling of any sort the tournament

director shall have the final authority. Of course, before making a ruling, all
pertinent information will be reviewed.
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Inaccurate Notes Toward a History or Flying Disc in Ann Arbor

Remembrance of Things Pabst
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In the beginning.....Frisbee disc activity in Ann Arbor consisted only of simple
games of catch engaged in by all manner of folk, without regard to formal rules or
organization. In the late sixties, Jerome Meiswick moved to Ann Arbor, bringing with
him a strange and savage rite known as guts frisbee.

IGuts was the focus of Frisbee disc in Ann Arbor during the early 1970 s. The
game is played by two five man teams facing each other at a distance of 45 feet. A
player on one team hurls the disc at speeds of 90 MPH or so at a member of the other
team. The receiving team member attempts to catch the disc without injuring himself.
The thrower scores a point if you fail to catch.

Jerome and his friends called themselves with characteristic modesty , the
Humbly Magnificent Champions of the Universe, more familiarly known as the Humblies
or HMCU. The team had competed in the International Frisbee Trounament in Michi-
gan's Upper Peninsula for a number of years prior to Jerome's arrival in Ann Arbor.

Among Jerome's early recruits in Ann was Jo Cahow, who was instrumental in
getting indoor practice space from the Ann Arbor Parks and Recreation Department
so that the sport could continue during the long Michigan winters. Jo's home be-
came something of a Salon du Frisbee, a meeting place for local aficionados , as
well as a stop for disc players from around the country. Her dedication to the
sport culminated in her winning the title
"Women's World Frisbee Disc Champion“ in
l974.

At the height of the Humblies activi-
ties in the mid—seventies, they sent
three men's and one women's gut's teams
to the IFT. Though never placing better 4

than second overall in a major tournament g “

the Humblies gained a reputation for
enthusiasm and sportsmanlike conduct. ./- ~ g

They also founded the University of *_,»
Michigan Flying Disc Club, which be— -~- ‘*2-Ti-?'“

came the sponsor for one of the country's
major tournaments in the mid—seventies, ,w%Q:Q§;; I
the Annual University of Michigan Flying ]%%%§%§"
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Disc Festival. b€%§%l F
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After the first Festival in Ann ;%%%%§%£%§r M5“,

Arbor (still held each spring) the @g;;f%§%&%?§%?‘ M

focus gradually shifted to include '1%§$§§%%%%gQ3§§i%
freestyle and golf as well as guts. _,j;Q§%%§§%§§%%%Jp Q,
Among the younger players who became “@%§§%§g§§§%%%§j¥_ g ég
active through the UM Flying Disc Club %%%§§%g%ig§%ég%§%€%% E’ %§
were Scott Dickson who designed the ,%@§%§§%§%%%§§§i,@g%§%q f .5

formidable Scott Dickson Memorial Golf i§§Q§%§%%§€§:%;§§%:%%§L Qgy

Course in the Arboretum, John Sappington, é%%%%g%§§%%§%§%%%%i§§%$§%%§,

tournament organizer, two time guts l%Mf%&%%?M”&%&MIj%§%§%m%
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All_Star and cO_fOundpr of the Guts James Morse —— clinics in and around
‘ ‘ ' ‘ Axh. . . Tin £13101’Player's Association, Jim Morse, accuracy

Photograph by Susan Brown
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champ and photo ra h f ll ‘ * * a *
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g p er or a the Ann Xfbef festival T—shirts that have been
g y prize among disc enthusiasts, Joseph Youngman, who holds the current

Indoor World Distance record and played guts for the legendary Library Bar
icld, a member of the Air Aces (also(three time World Cuts Champions), Tom

three time World Guts Champions), and
inspiring Berkeley Frisbee Croup
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Schultz, a former member of the
actor of Yrisbte discs d, , . ~,J_ y A. ,“.¢ . an other

flying discs, and political activist tor tqt player's movement.

In the last couple of years, the UV fl in? Disc Club has ex
The younger players have adopted Yltimate as
lels the emergence of Ultimate, an e;~iiiaQ team game with elem
and football, as the fastest growin J so sport in the country.
and Dave Neely have been standouts if
team to prominence as second place Yinie KT in the 5prin_
Ultimate Championships. As usual, Ann r r, v’ h P Kl
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panded rapidly
game of choice. This paral-

ents of soccer
Bruce Johnson

1 rise of the voung Nolverbee Ultimate
H l98O Central Region

ICU KJE help of the Universityiri , A 'of Michigan, City Parks, Ed Hea~_'vY - |
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dedicated individuals, remains in ': ' 1 - :1
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Many players are naturally attracted to team competition hm disc sports. Others,
perhaps, of a slightly different frame of mind, are attracted to games of competing
with oneself. Distance and self caught flight —— the power events —— fit the bi11.

For distance, the goal is to throw as far as one's skills allow. Should all
players attain their personal potential, the winner has the most skills —— an al-
most mathematical determination of a winner. For MTA, the goal is to defy gravity
for as long as possible. Again, the winner will. always be the one whose total
skills are in best order. For TRC, the goal of distance is combined with the strate-
gy of MTA to see how far one can throw the disc and still manage not to throw it
so far as to not be able to catch it himself/herself. Truly, in each of these games,
the task is to judge all available information on winds, turf and flight character-
istics of the disc and then respond with a single best effort against the restric-
tions of nature to obtain the highest score.

No other player can share with you should you fail. Then again, no other
player can share your success should you win. Success can only really be measured
against the self in the events.

Good winds have been ordered for June 14-15 and the site is a real nice one.
Chances are that Ann Arbor NAFDS 1980 could be a site for updating a few world
records.

Current world records are: 55E§QEEE$5SSSSQS3SESSESS§§€E§$§E§§é§§§§§SE

ThrOW, Run and Catflh Throw, Run and Catch

Outdoor Distance 27l'2 ft’ (86'7m) 163-O ft. (49.7m)
444 rt. (135.3m) iom Mongie 1979 Barb Urlck
John Kirkland Iugqst s OCCODQI 2?, 1979
April 30, 1978 Tvlne» Ca Tempe, Arizona
D 11 , T

a as exas WOMEN'S WORLD RECORDS SENIOR'S WORLD RECORDS

Indoor Distance _

296.3 ft. (9O_3m Outdoor Distance Outdoor Distance
)

Joseph Youngman 283 5 ft- (86-4m) 344.1 ft. (104.9m)
August 22, 1978 Susane Lempert Jim palmeri
L05 Angeles, Ca July 24, 1976 August 23, 1979

Boston, Ma Irvine, Ca.

Maximum Time Aloft
l5_2 Seconds Ind00T Dl$tan¢e Maximum Time Aloft
Mark Vinchesi 222:5 ft’ (67'8m) lO'93 seconds
August 20, 1978 Monlka Lou Steve Oberkirsch
Amherst’ Ma August 24s 1977 August 22, 1979

Los Angeles, Ca Irvine, ca

Maximum Time A1oft(indoor)
9_7 Seconds 48XlmUm lm€ 0 Throw, Run and Catch
Joseph Christensen lO'O4 Seconds 152-19 ft. (46.4m)
April, 1978 Monika Lou Roy Pledger
Cedar Falls IA March 24’ 1979 August 23’ 1979

’ Santa Barbara, Ca Irvine, Ca

SS3S§SSSS€€SS€S€§€§§SS§€SSS§§SS€€SSSSSSSSSS€€§$SSSSSSSSSSS§§§§§€€$€§S§€§§§§§§§§§
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DISTANCE FORMAT

First Round

Competitive throwing orders for the preliminary round will be predetermined
and posted. The top fifteen performance from each preliminary section will
advance to the second round.

Second Round

Players in the second round perform in the following fashion. Each of the
first place finishers in the preliminary sections are brought together and
by the toss of a coin, one has the choice of any second round throwing position.
Then, second place finishers in each of the prelim sections are brought to-
gether and the procedure continues. All of the second round throwing posi-
tions are chosen in this manner.

Third Round

The top ten performances from the second round advance to the third round.
Throwing positions are chosen as in the previous round. The top five per-
formances advance to the final round.

Final Round

All five finalists have four minutes to throw from five sites along the throw-
ing line. These sites are to be chosen by order of finish in the semi. All
discs must be clearly marked. '

The Distance Field

All distance rounds will be thrown on a grid field. Throws will be measured
perpendicularly from an appropriate measuring line. Should an exceptionally
long throw occur, and the competitor ask that it be radially measured for
record consideration, it shall be so measured; but it shall also be measured
in the aforementioned perpendicular fashion for the competitive purposes of
the round.

Distance Ground Rules

All throws must be delivered from behind the five meter foul line (any part
of the body on the line or on the ground over the line before or during the
release constitutes a foul). Competitor may cross the line after release.

Each player must deliver the five throws within two and one half minutes of
being called.

Any throw landing completely outside of the out—of—bounds lines counts as a

foul (be sure you know the boundaries before you throw). Should a throw strike
any fixed object while in flight outside of the field it is scored as an auto-
matic zero. Any flight touched be a spectator, dog, judge, etc. while in
flight over the field must be dealt with as follows! the thrower must make the
immediate decision of either having the throw marked at the point of interfer-
ence or taking an immediate rethrow. Players should have a disc for each

attempt when they are called to throw. 7



SELF CAUGHT FLIGHT FORMAT

First Round

Throwing order for the preliminary round will be predetermined and posted.
In the first round each competitor Shall throw five MTA attempts. The top
fifteen performances from each of the prelim pools will advance to the
second round.

Second Round

The second round players perform in the following fashion. Each of the first
place finishers in the prelim sections are brought together and by the flip
of a coin one has the choice of any of the second round throwing positions.
Then, second place finishers in each of the prelim sections are brought
together and the procedure continues. All of the second round throwing po-
sitions are chosen in this manner.

In the second round, each competitor shall throw five TRC attempts. The top
ten.performances from the second round advance to the third round.

Third Round

The third round players perform in the following fashion. The competitor with
the best performance in the second round has the Choice of the the ten throw-
ing positions. The second best performance has the choice of the remaining
positions, etc. All the third round positions are chosen in this manner.

In the third round each of the competitors will throw five MTA throws and five
TRC throws. In terms of combined rank the five highest finishers in the
third round will advance to the final round.

Final Round

The highest combined rank competitor from the third round has the choice of
the five final throwing positions. The second highest combined rank competi-
tor has the choice of the remaining positions, etc. All of the final throwing
positions are chosen in this manner.

In the final round each competitor will throw five MTA throws and five TRC

throws. Combined rank will determine the winner. 
HTA Ground Rules

Each contestant should throw the disc in the air and attempt to catch it cleanly
in one hand (no trapping against the body) before it touches the ground. Time
is measured from the instant of release until the instant the disc is first
touched in the catching attempt.

After the throwing group is called, each plaer must throw within fifteen
seconds of the individual or forfeit that attempt. A five second warning is
given by the judge.

Any flight touching a fixed object or touched by a spectator must be taken
over, regardless of whether or not it was caught by the entrant. If the head

judge deems that the entrant was interfered with in any way while in pursuit

8



of the disc, a rethrow may be awarded. Rethrows should be taken in rotation,
not immediately after the judge's decision.
Should the disc be first touched at the same instant it first touches the ground
and is ultimately caught, it should be ruled a good and legal catch. If, how-
ever, the disc touches the ground an instant before being touched, it is a
non—catch and scored a zero. This call should be made by the competitor.

The official time for each effort should be determined to the nearest l/l00th
second (if equipment allows) from the readings of three watches. The time
should be the median (middle) time registered (not an average). For ex-
ample, 7.l0, 7.00, 6.80 = 7.00 or 9.70, 9.70, l0.0 = 9.70. 

TRC Ground Rules

Each contestant should throw the disc into the air and attempt to catch it
cleanly in one hand (no trapping against the body) before it touches the
ground. Distance is measured from the nearest point on the foul circle to
the point at which the disc is first touched in the catching attempt. Any
length run—up is allowed prior to the throw but relaese must be from within
the circle. No part of the body may be on the circle or on the ground outside
the circle before or during the release.
After the group call, each competitor must throw within fifteen seconds of
the individual call or forfeit that attempt. A five second warning is given
by the judge.
The best effort of the throwing set should be measuredto the nearest centi-
meter and recorded.

88BQ88NNNQS§§§8§NG88§88GG§$§GN§
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SPECIAL GUIDELINES FOR WOMEN AND §ENIOR'S

SCF and Distance

If less than l0 players have entered a division, the preliminary rounds
shall be skipped and all entrants shall be advanced to the final round

If more than ten players have entered a division, they will be divided
equally between the open sections. Five players advance to the division
final
Final Round

If division players qualify for open semis, they progress in that event
and they must also compete in the separate division final for division points.
Their performancin the open is not relevant to the division event.

9
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THE GAME OF DISC GOLF

Golf presents some of the most interesting challenges of all the disc games.
It demands a wide range of throwing skills: good scores require both distance and
accuracy as well as controll of specific flights such as hovers, rollers, and
skips.

Golf also presents an ideal situation for both social and competitive expenénces
Adjacent foursomes on a golf cxun1¢nwy'have quite dissimilar interests (such as
private competition as opposed to a recreational gathering) yet not impinge upon
each other's play.

A very demanding golf course may be laid out in almost any area (I hope you
like the course we have laid out for you here at Forsythe school). It is necessary
to avoid highly trafficked areas such as sidewalks, playgrounds, and other high
activity areas. Natural hazards, such as tree, shrubbery, or water can make even
a short course quite challenging. The holes can be any of a range of objects.
Trees are great —— inside dempster—dumpsters aren't.

You can learn to play very good golf without actually having a formal course.
The game was played on a 'make up as you go’ basis for years. As a matter of fact
that's still the preferred course for many Ann Arborites. Formal courses are great
fun though because you can more easily compare your performance over a period of
time. You can also develop a knowledge of the specific strategy needed for the
best score on each hole.

For the 1980 Ann Arbor NAFDS Tournament, the golf course is laid out around
Forsythe and Wines schools. Most of the targets are natural objects such as trees.
However, there are several playground equipment pieces designated as targets.
Should the playgrounds be in high usage during the golf rounds, an alternate target
will be designated in the same vicinity. Maps of the course are available for
players along with scorecards —— to be obtained at the registration table. 

DISC GOLF RULES

General: Disc golf is played like ball golf using a flying disc. One point is
counted each time the disc is thrown and when a penalty is incurred. The object
is to acquire the fewest points.

Tee Throws: Tee throws must be completed within or behind the designated tee area.

Lie: The spot on on directly underneath the point where the previous throw landed
is the lie.

Throwing Order: After teeing off the player whose disc is farthest from the hole
throws first. The player with the least amount of throws on the previous hole
is the first to tee off on the next hole.

Eairway_Throw: Fairway throws must be made with the foot closest to the hole on

the lie. The other foot may be no closer to the hole than the lie. A run up

and normal follow through is allowed.

lO



Disc Golf Rules (continued)

Dog Leg: A dog leg is one or more designated obstacles in the fairway that must be
passed on the outside when approaching the hole. Until the dog leg is passed,
the closest foot to the dog leg must be on the lie when the disc is released.

Putt Throw: Within 10 yards of the hole, a player may not step past the lie in
making the putt throw. Falling or jumping putts are not allowed.

Enplavable Lie: Any disc that comes to rest more than 6 feet above the ground is
considered an unplayable lie. After declaring an unplayable lie the disc must
be thrown from a new lie on the ground, directly underneath the unplayable lie.
An unplayable lie incurs a one stroke penalty.

Out of Bounds: A throw that lands out of bounds must be played from the point where
the disc went out of bounds. Water hazards, buildings and public roads are always
out of bounds. A disc landing out of bound after traveling over an island is
played from the island. An out of bounds throw incurs a one stroke penalty.

Course Courtesy: Don't throw until the players ahead of your are out of range.
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Motor City Guts Team —— action at the annual F of M Flying Disc Festival
held in April Photograph by Susan Brown
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COMPETITIVE DISC REQUIREMENTS FOR 198_0 NA_I~_1)_S_I~1EETS

To be used in competition, discs must:

l. Have a saucer—like configuration with a flight plate unbroken by
holes and an inner rim depth which is at least 5% of the diameter
1'I1€{:1SL1I'€H1€T1 C

2. Be made of solid plastic material, without any inflatable components.

3. Not exceed 40 cm in diameter and not weigh more than 9 grams for each
centimeter of diameter measurement

4. Be essentially as produced, without any post—production modifications
which affect the weigat or flight characteristics.

5. Be of a production type disc available commercially to the public in
number of at least l,OOO.

6. Present no undue danger to players or spectators.

7. Be specifically approved by the event director if questioned by any
player in the contest.
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UM Ultimate Wolverbees
At the l98O UM Flying Disc Festival

Photograph by Susan Brown
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‘EAT I

Inexpensive

Afternoon Delight (salads and sandwiches) 251 E. Liberty
Bell's Greek Pizza (pizza) 700 Packard
Brown Jug (student grill/beer) 1301 S. University
Delta Restaurant (student grill) 640 Packard
Eleetwook Diner (excellent diner) 300 S. Ashley
01ga's Kitchen (fast food/syrian bread/yogurt) 205 S. State
Sambo's (chain family type) 2080 W. Stadium
Parthenon (fast food——Greek) 226. S. Main

fast food burgers are found along Stadium between W. Huron and Pauline

Medium Price
Bicycle Jim's (beer and burgers) 1301 S. University
Big Boy (Elias Bros.) (just like all the others) 3315 Washtenaw
Bill Knapps (family/meat and potatoes 2501 Jackson Rd.
Cottage Inn (stmosphere/salad/beer/sandwich) 512 E. William
Count of Antipasto (Pizza/sandwich/soup/drinks) 1140 S. University
Cracked Crab (good seafood/bar) 112 W. Washington
Del Rio (bar/burgers/good hangout/may be full) 122 W. Washington
Doo1ey's (campus fare/atmosphere/good!) 310 Maynard
Wallis (fine food/cocktails) 2204 W. Stadium
Maude's (salad/soup/sandwich/drinks/good!) 314 S. Fourth
Mr. Steak (family chain/steakhouse) 2333 E. Stadium
Oyster Bar and Spagetti Machine (excellent/whole wheat and

spinach noodles available) 301 W. Huron
Second Chance (campus bar/sandwich/salad/good) 516 E. Liberty
Whiffletree (one of my favorites/seafood/salad

bar/beef) 208 W. Huron

Expensive

Great Lakes Steak House
Candy Dancer

PAountainman Jacks
Webers Inn
Win Schulers
Earle

Natural Dining (reasonable prices, too!)
Afternoon Delight (almost qualifies but not quite) 251 E. Liberty
Eden's (chapattis and veggie cassaroles)3A0 Maynard
Seva (gourmet natural foods!) 314 E. Liberty

Still hungry? Check out the yellow pages. There are many more good restaurants
worth checking outl!
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ANN ARBO R/DETROIT AREA DISC INFO

Dave and Nancy Demers
19969 Winston
Detroit, Michigan 48219
(313)532-4866

Bruce Johnson
72O S. Main
Ann Arbor, Michigan
(313)995-1717

Jim Kenner
Discraft Products
Box 275
Westland, Michigan
(313)421-4322

CUTS PLAYER'S ASSOCIATION

IFA ULTIMATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR

DISCRAFT PRODUCTS

IFA REGIONAL DIRECTORJohn Sappington
1708 Charlton UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN FLYING DISC CLUB

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103
(313)663-2893

Jeff Zischke
189 Angle Rd.
Walled Lake, Michigan 48088
(313)624-7221
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MICHIGAN FLYING DISC ASSOCIATION
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Mentor Open Flying Disc Championships
Date: June 21-22
Site: Eleanor B. Garfield Park —— Mentor, Ohio
Events: Guts (GPA "A"), Distance, Accuracy
Info: Gary Richey

7353 Center St.
Mentor, Ohio 4406O
(216) 255~3476

Redford Open
Date: July 26-27
Site: Redford, Michigan
Events: Guts (GPA "AA" Regional), Golf
Info: A1 Baumann

15597 Pomona Dr.
Redford, Michigan 48239
(313) 532—7159

EPA (Freestyle Players Association) Tournament
Date: August 2-3
Site: Detroit, Michigan
Events: Open pairs freestyle, women's pairs freestyle, mixed pairs freestyle
Info: Jim Kenner

8629 Narise
Westland, Michigan 48185
(313) 427-2119

GPA (Guts Player's Association) World Championships
Date: August 3O —— Sept. 1 (Labor Day weekend)
Site: Detroit, Michigan
Events: Guts (GPA "AAA" Championships), Speed throw
Info: GPA

c/o Nancy and Dave Demers
19969 Winston
Detroit, Michigan 48219
(313) 532-4866

State of Michigan —— Pall 198O State Ultimate Championships
Date: ?? October ??

Site: ??

Events: Ultimate
Info: Bruce Johnson

720 S. Main
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
(313) 995—l7l7
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directly under a car, just beyond reach. (This term is technically called
"car suck").

The higher the quality of a catch or the comment it receives the greater the
probability of a crummy re—throw. (good catch — bad throw).

One must never precede any maneuver by a comment more predictive than, "watch
this!” (Keep 'em guessing).

The higher the costs of hitting any object, the greater the certainty it will
be struck. (Remember — the disc is positive —— both cops and old ladies are
negative).

The best catches are never seen. (Did you see that? See what?)

The greatest aid to distance is for the disc to be going in a direction you

did not want. (Goes the wrong way — goes a long way).

The most powerful hex words in the sport are — "I really have this down --
~ Hwatch. (Know it? Blow it?)

In any crowd of spectators at least one will suggest that razor blades could
be attached to the Frisbee. ("You could main and kill with that thing.")

The greater your need to make a good catch the greater the probability your
partner will deliver his worst throw. (If you can't touch it, you can't
catch it.)
The single most difficult move with a Frisbee is to put it down. (Just one

more.)

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL, INC.

769-2077
Go with Ryder —— One Way and Local Rentals

Make your ONE WAY reservation NOW!!

603 S. MAPLE, ANN ARBOR
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NAFDS 1980 165G (asstd. color h.s.
NAFDS 1980 141G (asstd. color h.s.
NAFDS 1980 1190 (asstd. color h.s

L/§/\/
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C00

HDX 80 5,50
1979 NFC 1656 5,00
1980 UH Tournament 165G

(from April 20-21/red or wh. w/ black h.s.)6.00

HDX 61 (red or blue) 5,50
1978 NAS 141G 5.50
1978 NFC 1416 5,50
1979 HMCU Tourney 141G (blue or wh. w/black h.s.)6.00

Midnight Flier 100 mold 6.00

Midnight Flier 1190 6.00
1977 NAS 1190 5.50
1978 WFC 1190 5.50
1979 HHCU Tourney 1190 (yel. or wh. w/black h.s.) 5.00

1980 UM Tournament Discraft Sportdisc
(from April 20-21/red w/ black h.s.) 3.00

1980 UM Tournament microdisc (Discraft)
(asst colors and h.s.) 1.00

COLLECTOR'S SPECIAL
1975 IPT Tournament Pro (yellow with label) 10.00

MINT CONDlTl0N!!!! LIMITED 0UANT1TlES!!

1980 Ann Arbor NAFDS T—shirt (1007 cotton) 5.00
specify size)

Mail order procedures:

Payment: Hake payment by check or money order ONLY (no cash in the mail)
Hake them payable to: John Sappington

1708 Charlton
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Shipping and Handling: Add $1.50 for S & H charges for the first disc and
25¢ for each additional disc. If the total purchase
exceeds $75.00, S & H is free.

Delivery: Allow two to three weeks for delivery.

Prices: Prices are subject to change without notice after September 1, 1980
Thev will remain as above until that time.

Address: Be sure to include your address so I know where to send them.
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J -- ' ' . .ose Three tlme wlnner of the Annual UM Flylng Dlsc Festival

Photograph by Susan Brown

logo photography by James Horse
logo design by James Morse and John Sappington

front and back cover photography by James Morse
front cover is Nathan Schultz
back cover is Carmen Brown
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